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PERSONALITIES ENCOUNTERED DURING:
SUSPECT'S RESIDENCE IN BAUTZEN

1. Britons
2. Americans
3. Frenchmen
4. Germans
5. Others (civilians and military)
6. Comments on civilian population.

1. BRITISH

(a) JOHNSTONE - Believed to be: 23106854 Pte JOHNSTONE
1 A & SII. Absent wof: 12 Jun 55.
First seen Nov 55, BAUTZEN
Last seen 6 Jan 56, BAUTZEN
Address BAUTZEN, WILHELMSTR 2 (sharing
one room flat with GORDON).
Occupation At political and language school.
Party Membership Not a member of FDJ or Communist
Party yet.
Escape Attempts None known
Additional Info Appears to be quite happy in his
position. He is known to associate with BULSON,
and they are often seen playing together in the
Clubhouse. Gets drunk quite often, goes to Café
LERMAN. His appearance and habits are dirty, and
is known to be a noisy person.

IMMEDIATE RETURN NOT LIKELY

(b) ROBERTS - Believed to be: 22221775 Pte ROBERTS, G.
'3' Coy, 1 CHEMLING Regt.
Absent wof: 27 Jul 55.
First seen Beginning Nov 55, BAUTZEN,
Last seen 3 Jan 56, BAUTZEN
Address BAUTZEN, BLEICHESBURG (with American
PETTERSON and widow).
Occupation At political and language school.
Party Membership Not a member of FDJ or Communist
Party yet.
Escape Attempts ONE. Involved in DONELLI second
attempt at the end of Nov 55.
Additional Info Appears to be against Russians and
Communist. Doesn't speak German yet and doesn't
seem to learn any. He is lonely, and for this
reason was intending to marry PETTERSON's widow, with
whom he is living, at the end of Jan 56. Believed
to have stolen 50 EAST LINDS from DONELLI, and same
case from AMERZ. Was beaten up by a Spaniard for
stealing.

RETURN LIKELY (with or without woman)

(c) BULSON - Believed to be: 22555004 Spr BULSON, 3.
RS Tps, BERLIN.
Absent wof: 6 Feb 55.
First seen Feb 55, BAUTZEN.
Last seen 6 Jan 56, BAUTZEN.
Address BAUTZEN, BAUTZEN 9 (Suburbs).
Occupation At political and language school. He is
going to work as a mechanic in a garage.
Party Membership Member of FDJ. Not a member of
Communist party.
Escape Attempts None known.
### (a) SCANLAN

Believed to be: 412394 Cpl SCANLAN, J.
Corps: West Kent.

**Absent since:** Feb 56.
**First seen:** 2nd Mar 54, BAUTZEN.
**Last seen:** Sep 55 in BAUTZEN.
**Address:** Now in hospital with stomach trouble at GROSS-POSTWITZ, a village near BAUTZEN, where he lives.
**Occupation:** Used to work in the farmer's bank, B.U.S. (Bauernhandels Genossenschaft), at GROSS-POSTWITZ.
**Party Membership:** Member of the F.D.P. Not a member of the Communist Party.
**Escape Attempts:** None known.
**Additional Info:** Has been sick since May 54. Was secretary for JDGB (Federation Deutsches Gewerkschaft-Bund) a Communist Trade Union. He goes to political meetings. DONCELL states that SCANLAN was absent with a married woman from the West, and was living with her in GROSS-POSTWITZ before he went into hospital. She has a thirteen year old child by her husband, and three children by SCANLAN.

### (b) TYRELL

Believed to be: 14477579 Pte TYRELL, R.
Corps: 1 Queens.

**Absent since:** 1948.
**First seen:** Summer 1954, BAUTZEN.
**Last seen:** 18 Dec 53, BAUTZEN.
**Address:** Lives in NEUKOMMENAUZITZ a village approx. 7-8 kms from BAUTZEN, (never lived in BAUTZEN).
**Occupation:** Used to work as a carpenter in LOWE, now working in the M.P.S. (Machine and Tractor Station) as a tractor driver.
**Party Membership:** Member of the F.D.P. Not a member of the Communist Party. Holds an F.D.P. gold badge for political knowledge.
**Escape Attempts:** None known.
**Additional Info:** Married, and his wife is a member of the Liberal Party. He is apparently fed up despite the length of time he has been there. Has never lived in BAUTZEN to the best of DONCELL's knowledge, though he visits the Clubhouse, and worked in BAUTZEN. He is believed to still have his uniform, only he has dyed it blue.

### (c) THOMAS

Believed to be: 21041012 Pte THOMAS, R.
Corps: Manch.

**Absent since:** 3 Mar 51.
**First seen:** Mar 54, BAUTZEN.
**Last seen:** 5 Jan 54, BAUTZEN.
**Address:** BAUTZEN, Bahnhofstr.
**Occupation:** Works in LOWE as a practical apprentice.
**Party Membership:** Committee leader of F.D.P. Not a member of the Communist Party yet.
**Escape Attempts:** None known.
**Additional Info:** He is married and his wife is a member of the Communist Party and F.D.P. (DEMOKRATISCHES FRANZOS DEUTSCHLAND). DONCELL states that THOMAS's father wrote to him saying he was
(c) SHARP
Believed to be: 14477185 Cpl SHARP, D.
1 QUEEN’s BATS
Absent w/e: Apr 51
First seen 4 Mar 66, BAUTZEN.
Last seen 4 Jan 66, BAUTZEN.
Address Lives in converted Army barracks off LOHAUERSTR.
BAUTZEN.
Occupation Goes to the Political School at PATERNAU PLATZ, BAUTZEN. Gets 365 EAST MARKS per month for going to the school. Was Official German/English interpreter for the police, and for the political teacher at the Political and Language School.
Party Membership Secretary of FNJS (Federation for West Jugend Band). Member of the Communist Party. Member of the FDJ (was secretary). None known.
Escape attempts Married. Has a child that he gave another woman, and which he subsequently adopted. Believed to have sold his uniform.
RETURN — NOT LIKELY

(h) GORDON
Believed to be: 22789776 CPL GORDON, J.
1 A & SH
Absent w/e: 6 Apr 56.
First seen Aug 56, BAUTZEN.
Last seen 3 Jan 56, BAUTZEN.
Address BAUTZEN, TISCHEBERGERSTR 2 (living with JOHNSTONE).
Occupation At Political and language school, is going to be a carpenter in EU UNION (Building contractors).
Party Membership Member of FDJ. Not a member of the Communist Party.
Escape Attempts None known.
Additional Info In not married, and doesn’t live with a woman. DONELL states that GORDON has been taken away many times to EAST BERLIN, and DONELL for further questioning and DONELL thinks that he must have given away a considerable amount of information. Detactment records reveal that GORDON had in his possession, before he went absent, the following pamphlets:-
"Good Instruction" Parts I and II (Restricted)
"Battalion Anti-Tank guns 120 mm" (Restricted)
"3,5 Rocket Launcher" (Restricted)
"Exercising Trained Soldiers". (Restricted)
There was also an announcement on the radio that GORDON had sought asylum. He is believed to have attended meetings of the "German Soviet Friendship Society" at the "ZIM SOYJERNKES Cafe, SPANDAU, WEST BERLIN before his absence.
RETURN — NOT LIKELY

(3) SMITH
Believed to be: 23317882 Gnr SMITH J.D.
Welsh Guards
First seen Beginning 1965.
Last seen Apr—May 56, Suspected to have been returned.
Address Was last in Clubhouse, BAUTZEN.
Occupation Worked as an apprentice in LUBECK.
Party Membership Not a member of FDJ or Communist Party.
Escape Attempts ONE, after taking part in cigarette theft with Campbell and Irvine.
RETURN — NOT LIKELY
Additional Info  SMITH was apprehended by the police after the cigarette theft and put in prison. He was against the EAST GERMAN and Communist and wanted to return. He lived with a woman who was going to have a baby by him. DONELLI is not sure when SMITH left BAUTZEN but thinks it was April-May 55.

RETURNED (MARCH 1955)

(k) KERR  Believed to be: En J/F LAC Joseph KERR  
(reference: SUNDAY PICTORIAL, Jan 1, Page 7).
First seen  Mar 54, BAUTZEN.
Last seen  Feb 55, BAUTZEN two days before he left.
Occupation  Welder in LOVE, dental mechanic in POLE KLINIK, and brewery worker.
He changed his job often.
Party Membership  Member of PJD but not a member of Communist Party. (DONELLI believed he belonged to the IRA also).
Attempts  None known. (supposed to have been 2 attempts).
Additional Info  KERR was one of the best known residents in the BAUTZEN colony. He was well known for his escapades. Supposed to have been engaged three times in one day, had numerous girl friends with whom he used to live. His chief girl friend until Apr 54 was CRISTEL, surname not known; he had an egg fight with her and left her, and then had three girl friends living with him until Oct 54 when he moved to FAMHOFER 17 and lived with Magda RICKARD. Was almost continually drunk, and fighting, also making speeches for the Communists, West and IRA in turn. Tried to gain an arms deal with Russians for the IRA to create an impression. DONELLI stated that the mother of one of KRER's girl friends, possibly Magda RICKARD, had a letter 2-3 months ago from KERR who wrote that he was well, living in BELFAST, hadn't incurred any punishments yet (always in trouble in BAUTZEN) and was coming back to Germany sometime this summer.

RETURNED (FEB 55)

(1) IRVINE  Believed to be: 222766822 Psu IRVINE, R.
First seen  Oct 54, BAUTZEN.
Last seen  Feb 55, BAUTZEN.
Address  Clubhouse and MARTIN-HOFSTR, BAUTZEN.
Occupation  Apprentice mechanic in LOVE.
Party Membership  Member of PJD, not a member of Communist Party.
Attempts  Was not married, but had a girl friend. Took part in the cigarette theft from a tobacco kiosk in Ernst Thalmannstr, BAUTZEN, with SMITH and CAMFIELD, and was given EIGHT months imprisonment. Last heard of as working on an LPG farm in MEINSEN.

RETURNED (13 JUL 55)
(a) LALLY
Believed to be:- 22550275 Sgmn LALLY, J.R.
Sign S L of G
Absent wof : 25 Sep 55
First seen Dec 55.
Last seen 29 Dec 55, BAUTZEN.
Address BAUTZEN hospital, the Clubhouse.
Occupation Was going to political and language school.
Party Membership No membership yet.
Escape attempts None known.
Additional Info He is a new comer to BAUTZEN and DONNEILL only
       saw him for short time when he went to the
       hospital for treatment. LALLY is in hospital
       with stomach ulcers. His attitude
       about return was not known. He did have a
       knife fight with the US Puerto Rican AVAREK
       but it was stopped before injury occurred.

ILLEGIBLE RETURN NOT LIKELY

(b) RUGBY
Believed to be:- 2217472 Gdm RUGBY, W.
1 Welsh Guards
Absent wof : 12 Oct 52.
DONNEILL heard stories about RUGBY and JAMES when he arrived
in BAUTZEN, but both had returned before he got there.
Apparently they had led a pretty wild life, and had been members
of the FDJ. They used to live in HOTEL STADT BAUTZEN.

RETURNED (AUG 53)

(c) JAMES
Believed to be:- 22217458 Gdm JAMES
1 Welsh Guards
Absent wof : 12 Oct 52
See para (n) above.

RETURNED 15 (JAN 53)

(p) KELLY
Believed to be:- 14187851 L.cpl KELLY, P.
1 BW
Used to work in RPT. Always drunk. Returned before
DONNEILL arrived in BAUTZEN.

RETURNED

(q) HARTLEY, James
First seen Apr 54, BAUTZEN
Last seen Summer 1954, BAUTZEN.
Address Not known, Somewhere near BAUTZEN.
Occupation Welder in LOYE.
Party Membership Member of FDJ (against his will)
Escape Attempts ONE, Successful
Additional Info He was married, His wife was imprisoned
       after he escaped, but released later, and is believed to
       have come from the West.

RETURNED

(r) SHARP Hugh
Believed to be:- 225101070 SHARP H.
1 Kings Own
Absent wof : 16 Jan 51.
DONNEILL says that both SHARP and HARTLEY were famous for the
       battle they had with ELEVEN policemen when they were drunk once
       in BAUTZEN. They overcame the ELEVEN policemen and were
       only subdued when more policemen arrived and knocked them
       unconscious with truncheons.

RETURNED
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DONELL heard about the above mentioned, but they
had all left before his arrival in BAUTZEN.

RETURNED

(2) 2298570 ? Pte STUART, Jack
2 Parachute Regt
Nothing known or heard by DONELL.
Presumably still in WALDHEIM
Prison BRI, serving a life sentence for murder.

(u) 22826372 Pte CLEGRAM, Harry
1 ROYAL
Nothing known or heard of the above mentioned by
DONELL or about CLEGRAM's girl-friend ESBOLO, Herta,
who it is thought, fled with him to the ROY on
20 Aug 54.

(v) P/262836 Major SQUIRES
REDC
AWOL wof 30 Sep 47
Nothing known or heard by DONELL.

(w) BOOTH
An unknown person, believed to be English, living
with another Englishman who drives an American
1939 DODGE in KALLE (LAW 55). DONELL told by
Charles LUCK, US Defector, and Russian 'trusty'
who travels in the DDR.

(x) SK 10435 Pte CROSS, R.A.F.
2 BN PECLI
AWOL wof 11 May 55.
Nothing known or heard, about this Canadian soldier,
by DONELL.

2. AMERICANS

(a) SPARKER, Arthur
April 54, BAUTZEN
Got 55, BAUTZEN.
HOTEL DOMITOV, FLEISCHER GSE, BAUTZEN.
Mechanic in GILDEME IER, FRIK,
Member of FNI. Not a member of Communist Party.
Nome known.
Not married but lives with a girlfriend. Astra
KOCHAKI who helped him to go over to the ROY. He
is strongly against the Russians but is afraid to
come back to the Americans. Drinks a lot and had
quite a few fights. He is now in prison for attempted
rape.

IMMEDIATE RETURN NOT LIKELY

(b) HUTCH, Raymond (Negro)
Aug 54, BAUTZEN
5 Jan 55, BAUTZEN.
HORSESKEPT, (WHITE FARM), BAUTZEN.
Practical Apprehend in LOVE.

236
Member of FDJ. He is not a member of the Communist Party yet.

None known.

Married to SEPIDEH, the woman who is supposed to have worked for the Americans and who helped HUTTO to escape from detention. SEPIDEH then had an affair with the French defector LEWAND and helped him to escape back to the West. She later followed him to the West.

DONNELL stated that he caught HUTTO several times informing the Russians about defectors in the colony (including DONNELL). HUTTO will apparently do anything for money, and has many girl friends.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(c) LUCAS, Charles (negro)

Mar 54, BAUTZEN
Dec 55, BAUTZEN,
PLATZ der NÖTEN ARME 4 (second floor), BAUTZEN,
Member in LONE,
Member of FDJ, and takes an active part in political meetings.
None known.

He is not married but has many girlfriends on whom he spends most of his money. He doesn’t drink or smoke and seems to be quite happy in BAUTZEN. As a “trustee” he is allowed to travel about the DDR.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(d) BOYD, Arthur (Negro)

May 54, BAUTZEN
8 Dec 55, BAUTZEN,
lives in SINGWITZ,
Mechanic in LANDWIRTSCHAFT MASCHINENBAU FABRIK, SINGWITZ,
Member of FDJ. Not a member of Communist Party.
None known.

BOYD is married and has two children, his wife is expecting another in May 56. He appears to have no affection for his wife and children, and drinks a lot. He is quite friendly with the Russians, and apparently has a list of crimes with the American Authorities.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(e) FULLEY James (Negro)

Sep 55, in BAUTZEN
3 Jan 56, in BAUTZEN,
lives in BAUTZEN Clubhouse,
Attends Political and language school.
He is a very active member of the FDJ party. He is possibly a communist.
None known.

FULLEY is to be married on 29 Jan 56. His wife to be is a member of the FDJ and president of the DDR. He is a “good fellow”.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(f) HOLLAND, Robert

May 56, BAUTZEN
Jan 56, BAUTZEN
BAUTZEN, Siagel Str. 7, III Floor,
Attends political and language school.
He is a member of the FDJ, but takes no active part.
None known.

HOLLAND was married in Sep 55. He appears to be weak-willed, and is dominated by his wife. He has no children. His wife stays with him from BAUTZEN. He does not bother with the Russians. IMMEDIATE RETURN NOT LIKELY.
CONFIDENTIAL

(a) SCOTT Hugh

Jun 54, BAUTZEN
Dec 55, BAUTZEN
HIRSCHAU.
Works in weaving factory in HIRSCHAU.
He is a member of the FDJ, but is opposed to the Communists.
None known.
SCOTT is married but has no children. He drinks heavily and is often in fights. He hates the Russians, and would like to return, but is afraid to because of an old crime with the American Authorities. He drinks and fights a lot.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(b) WOODS Terry

Mar 54 in big house near BERLIN (see para 3 sub para (c)),
Jun 55 in BAUTZEN, TAUCHENBERG gaol.
LPG Gaol.
Worked in the LPG Gaol.
Member of FDJ (against the organisation).
ONC, by train. Arrested in DRESDEN.
WOODS was not married but was famous for his numerous girl friends. Once he had a fight with the manager of the Clubhouse - SCHULTE. He demanded to be returned to the WEST on being thrown into prison for trying to escape and this was apparently complied with owing to his behaviour.

RETURNED

(c) MURPHY Clifford

Mar 54, BAUTZEN.
Dec 55, BAUTZEN.
Lives in Tauchenberg 9, Hinterhaus, BAUTZEN.
He is a painter in LOWA.
Due to his age 46, he is not a member of the FDJ.
None known.
MURPHY has written many articles for the SACHSISCHER Zeitung condemning the American Army. Clayton and Peterson 'beat him up' for this.
He was present when COFFMAN was attacked (died as a result of injuries) but took no part in it. He is married and has one adopted child. He is happy in BAUTZEN and does not wish to return.
It is believed that he has a son in the US Army in Germany and is trying to contact him.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(d) DEROCHÉ Joseph

Apr 54, BAUTZEN
4 Jan 56, BAUTZEN.
HOLZMARKT 0, (over VÖRSSLGOLDARBITAT)
Welder in LOWA.
Member of the FDJ 238
None known.
DEROCHÉ is married to a woman who has 4 children by another man, ages, 20, 17, 15, 13. He is a self confessed JS and does not mix with the Russians. He drinks heavily and is known to stay out at nights with other women. He does not wish to return.

RETURN NOT LIKELY
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SULLIVAN (Richard?)

End of 54, BAUTZEN.
Jan 55, BAUTZEN.
Lives in the Clubhouse, BAUTZEN.
Goes to Political and language school
No party. Refused to join FDJ.
Not known.
SULLIVAN wishes to return to the West. He was
jailed for talking against Communism and is believed
to be serving a sentence of 15 years in GELBE
EHMANN (prison for long term political prisoners).
Nothing has been heard about him since his sentence.
He is not married.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

HUNTING Francis

Apr 54, BAUTZEN
Jun 55, SALZENBERG
POTSDAM
Working on an LPG at POTSDAM
Member of the FDJ and is believed to be a communist.
None known.
HUNTING is very friendly with the Russians and is
thought to be an informer for them.
Married a widow with 2 children.
He only drinks a little and likes to talk about
himself.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

COFFMANN Richard

Dec 54, BAUTZEN
Died 16 Feb 55, in BAUTZEN
HOLZMARKT 6, BAUTZEN (was)
Attended Political and Language school
Was a member of FDJ, and an American Communist.
None known.
On the 14 Feb 55, DONNEL found the body of COFFMANN
in his girlfriend's house at STRASSE der FREUNDSCHAFT 27.
The girl had not reported the death.
Before his death COFFMANN wrote two poems and one
song about the Red Army and was a great favourite
with the Russians. This, it was believed, was
the cause of his death, the result of being beaten
up by 3 Germans, two of whom were refugees from
SCHLESIEIN.
COFFMANN was buried on the 16 Feb 55, but was later
removed to his unit by the American Authorities.

DIED (14 Feb 55)

HILLEY, Jack (Negro)

Aug 54, BAUTZEN
2 Jan 56, BAUTZEN
East BERLIN
Works in the FRIEDENS R.A.T.
A member of the FDJ and SED
None known.
HILLEY has taken German Nationality. He is married
and his wife was regarded with suspicion by DONNEL
as she knows all the particulars about each of the
Western residents in BAUTZEN colony. Does not
want to return. He earns plenty of money which
he spends mostly on drink and women.

RETURN NOT LIKELY
LOWELL Norman

Was in Bautzen until 24 Dec 53.

Was resident at Taschenberg 10, 11 flat.
Not known.
Not known.

LOWELL left Bautzen by taxi on the 24 Dec 53
and is believed to have returned to the West.

PETE RSON William

Apr 54, Bautzen.
Aug 55, Bautzen;
Bleiencinger.
Welder in LOVE.
Was a member of the FDJ.
Three known attempts and possibly more.
PETE RSON was very keen to return to the West.
He was married, but had no children. Before going
to Bautzen he had been in a Russian prison for 3 years.
He hated the Russians and made repeated attempts to escape.
About three months ago he committed suicide by gasping
himself. DOUGELL did not see PETERSON'S body nor did
he see the funeral. The reason for suicide was believed
in be because of his repeatedly unsuccessful escape
attempts.

AVAREZ Joe (PEPE SOUCAN) (Possibly an alias. Could
be DIAL, Peter)

Oct 55, Bautzen.
4 Jan 56, Bautzen,
MARTIN KOOPSTRA, Bautzen.
Attends political and language school.
He is Vice President of the FDJ and is thought to be
a Communist.
None known.

AVAREZ is not married. He does not dance, smoke, or
drink, and most of his time is taken up in study. He
has a girlfriend in the VOPO. Wants to follow
GROSSMAN'S example.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

SMITH George

Aug 54, Bautzen.
17 Dec 55, Bautzen.
ZITTAU, ZITTAU WESTGUT 35.
At engineering school in ZITTAU.
FDJ President of the Engineer School, and member
of the Communist Party, also an ACTIVIST.
None known.

Was married in November 1955, but has no children.
He works politically with the Russians, and writes
articles for the HERLEICHER ZEITUNG. He does not drink
very much and does not want to return. Has now taken
German Nationality.

RETURN NOT LIKELY
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GROSSMANN Victor

Apr 54, BAUTZEN.
Aug 54, BAUTZEN.
LEIPZIG.

Goes to LEIPZIG University.
He is a member of the FDJ and Communist Party.
None known.
He is married, and works politically with the Russians and 3 Germans. He is studying Political Economy at LEIPZIG University, and received a distinction and 1000 marks premium for the result of his first year exam. He does not drink, or smoke, and spends most of his time in study. He is 'believed to be a Jew'. He speaks perfect German and is learning Russian and French. Does not want to return.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

MORAN Philip

Apr 54 in BAUTZEN.
Dec 55 in BAUTZEN.
FALKIRK, BAUTZEN.
Turner in LOVE.
Member of FDJ (no active part).
Two attendants, possibly more.
MORAN is married to a Russian woman, but has no children. He speaks perfect Russian as he lived for a time in Russia. However he is against the Russians and wants to return.

RETURN LIKELY

GARDICK Guy

Apr 54 BAUTZEN.
2 Jan 56, BAUTZEN.
Lives on farm near BAUTZEN (address not known).
Works on same farm near BAUTZEN.
Not a member of FDJ or Communist Party.
ONE, by railway, unsuccessful.
He is not married now, although he was once. He is against Communism, and has been in gaol for nine months for theft. He wants to come back but DONNELL is doubtful that he will make it owing to the fact that he drinks a lot, and causes trouble.

RETURN LIKELY

TURNER Larry

Cranford Asylum, SWINDON.
Mental Asylum, SWEIGNITZ.
Not known.
Not a member of FDJ or Communist Party.
None known.
TURNER was married in the USA and had two children, however he came to the USSR with a woman called HEMSA from BRITAIN.
His attitude towards the Communists is unknown and it has been reported that the Russians will hand TURNER back to the American Authorities.

RETURN LIKELY
CONFIDENTIAL

(x) CLAYTON William

Apr 54, BAUTZEN.
Dec 55, BAUTZEN.
LIG FRIEDE VON AURITZ.
Works on LIG at AURITZ.
Member of FDJ, but against COMMUNISM.
Has made several unsuccessful attempts to escape and has been in prison as a result.
DONCHELL states that CLAYTON wants to return.

RETURN LIKELY

(y) STABULJ, George

May 54, BAUTZEN.
Dec 55, BAUTZEN.
Lives in a village near SINTITZ not far from BAUTZEN.
Carpenter in FREE.
Member of FDJ (no active part).
None known.
He is married and has no children. He does not work for or against the Russians and appears to be quite happy in his position although he has been sick with stomach trouble for sometime.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

3. FRENCHMEN

(a) LOBART Andre

April 54, BAUTZEN.
3 Jan 56, BAUTZEN.
BAUTZEN, MUSKATURSTR.
Was a mechanic in FREE.
Member of FDJ and a French COMMUNIST.
None known.
LOBART is now believed to be in BREMSA hospital with tuberculosis. He is married, has three children and his wife is expecting another. He wants his French Communist Party badge, but does not bother with the Russians as he seems to have his own ideas about COMMUNISM. He seems to be quite happy in BAUTZEN.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(b) RONYAR, Henry

April 54, BAUTZEN.
December 55, BAUTZEN.
TUCHERSRE, BAUTZEN.
Borer in RUNDFUNK and FERKHED TECHNIK.
Member of FDJ, not a Communist.
ONE, unsuccessful, reached POLAND.
RONYAR is married and has one child. He is taking German Nationality shortly and his mother is thought to be German. He does not bother with the Russians and seems to be quite happy in his position. He lives in the same house as TRUTEAU the dentist.

RETURN NOT LIKELY
(c) Gourni (or Guernini) Jan

April 54, Bautzen
August 55, Bautzen
Rosennstr, Bautzen
Used to go to school in Dresden
Member of FDJ and an Activist
None known
Gourni is now serving a six months gaol sentence
for stabbing a girl with a knife; she is also
expecting a baby by him. Gourni is friendly
towards the Russians and goes to visit Russian
Officers in their quarters. He drinks a lot
and is quick tempered. He is not married.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(d) Alessi, Mario

1954, Bautzen
December 55, Bautzen
LPG Goda
He is in charge of the Repair Workshop in the
LPG Goda. He is an excellent mechanic.
Member of FDJ (no active part).
None known
Alessi is married and has two children. He was
supposed to go to the Engineer School, but was not
sent owing to a lack of political interest. He does
not fraternize with the Russian. He appears to be
a 'jolly type who drinks a lot and likes fighting.'

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(e) Roche

April 54, Bautzen
December 55, Bautzen
Schillerstr, Bautzen
Carpenter in Love
Member of FDJ and a French Communist
None known
Roche is married, but has no children. He speaks
Russian and is sometimes used as an interpreter when
French Communist delegations go to Bautzen. Has
been in a number of fights and often uses a knife.
Appears to be quite happy in his position.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(f) Leroy Simon

May 54, Bautzen
June 55, Bautzen
Karl-Markstr 7, Bautzen
Worked in Love laboratory.
Member of FDJ.
Two attempts, second attempt successful.
Leroy was imprisoned for 3 or 4 weeks as a result
of his first attempt to escape. He was married
and his wife had one illegitimate child. He was
friendly with two Russian officers and knew quite
a lot about Communism although it is doubtful
that he sympathized with the Russians. He
apparently came from a well-to-do French family
and was not happy at Bautzen.

RETURNED, 243 14/...
CON

CONFIDENTIAL

(c) LEVARUT, Frank

Jan 55, BAUTZEN
May 55, BAUTZEN
Clubhouse, BAUTZEN
Went to Pol and Language school
Member of FDJ (against his will)
ONE, successful
LEVARUT had been a French journalist and because of this the Russians tried to entice him to work for them, these attempts were apparently unsuccessful. He was a quiet, well mannered person who was liked by everyone. BUTZ's wife, SEGLINDE, helped LEVARUT to escape back to the West.

RETURNED

(h) ALLAL (MOROCCAN) residing in KIRCHAU
SCHIEK residing in WILTZEN
MELODIE residing in BAUTZEN
CASSEM residing in BAUTZEN
ACHMED residing in UTZEN
HUSSEN residing in WiScHau
A DEL CADER (ALGERIAN) residing in BAUTZEN

Various French defectors of whom DONELL has little knowledge, as under:-

April 54 BAUTZEN
Dec 55 BAUTZEN
Approximate addresses as above (they apparently change addresses every 2 or 3 months)
All go to Pol and Lang school
All members of FDJ
None known
None of the a/m are married. They are hostile towards everyone and are always in trouble. They have all been in jail at one time or another for fighting and the German people dislike them. They are given more privileges and money than the other allied defectors there because they are looked upon by the Russians as some of the 'downtowned peoples from capitalist countries'.

ALL ARE NOT LIKELY TO RETURN

4.

GERMANS

(a) SCHAEFFEL Heinz

Approx 26 Mar 54, BAUTZEN
June 55, BAUTZEN
CHODA
Was director of Clubhouse until Jun 55 then went to Political School for two years and is still there.
Member of SED. Twice an AKTIVIST
SCHAEFFEL is married and has one child. As director of the Clubhouse he was responsible for the welfare of the allied defectors in BAUTZEN and their financial political and educational supervision.
CONFIDENTIAL

(b) FUCHS, Heinrich

March 54, RAUTZEN
4 Jan 56 RAUTZEN
ABWUTZER 11 RAUTZEN
Director of the political and languages school
RAUTZEN. Also teaches politics in the school
Member of the SED.
FUCHS is married and has one child. He also
suffers from epileptic fits and has to go to a
hospital in DRESDEN every Tuesday for treatment.
He drinks heavily mostly in the MITHOFA restaurant
on RAUTZEN station. He supports the French-
Moroccans and is hoping to make a political teacher
of one of them although he has met with little
success.

(c) NOWARCH, Manfred

April 54, RAUTZEN
3 Jan 56 RAUTZEN
GRUBSCHUTZ near RAUTZEN
Took over as Director of the Clubhouse when
SCHUPP left in Jun 55 before then he was in
charge of the entertainments in the Clubhouse.
Member of the SED.
NOWARCH is married and lives at GRUBSCHUTZ.
He was wounded in WORLD WAR II and cannot move
his left arm very well. He doesn't drink or
smoke and thinks everyone should do the same.

(d) NEUMANN

DONNEILL has only seen the a/s once on 4 Jan 56
when he came to the Clubhouse and asked to speak
to all the allied defectors one at a time.
Apparently NEUMANN is a member of the DDR
Government who deals with 'foreigners' in the
DDR. He came from BERLIN. DONNEILL did not go
for his interview.

(e) ROTHMANN

The a/s is a member of the Rat des Kreises who
often visits the Clubhouse for an unknown reason.
DONNEILL was in the Clubhouse reception office
on 3 Jan 56 when ROTHMANN was there, and overheard
the a/s as he was going to BERLIN for a few
weeks and had to take TEL photographs of himself
with him.

5. CIRCUS (MILITARY AND CIVILIAN)

(a) GOLD, Sidney

DONNEILL remembers seeing Sidney GOLD some time
during the Summer of 1954 but didn't see him any
more after his attempt to escape with his brother
u/s during Aug - Sep 54, and were arrested on the
autobahn to DRESDEN. Both GOLDS worked as
carpenters in DRESDEN.

24 RETURNED (Dec 54)
Brother of the a/m. Arnold GOLD used to often talk against Communism and the Russians. DONHELL also remembers seeing Arnold GOLD during the summer of 1954, but did not see him again after his arrest, with his brother, on the autobahn to DRESDEN trying to escape. The GOLDS had a dog with them when they tried to escape, which was shot upon their arrest. DONHELL did not see either of the GOLDS again, however SCHATTEL told him they were back in the West.

RETURNED (Dec 54)

(D) DARLEY Peter

April 54, BAUTZEN
4 Jan 56 BAUTZEN
FIELDENSTR 9 BAUTZEN

 Goes to engineering school

Local leader for sport and athletics in the FDJ

He is also a member of the Communist Party in ENGLAND (BIRMINGHAM?)

None known

DARLEY has been in BAUTZEN over four years now and is apparently quite happy. Believed to have been demobilised, gone to BERLIN to attend a Communist rally and then stayed in the DDR. He is taking German Nationality this year.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(d) 'ALI' (Kunya)

Dec 55 BAUTZEN
4 Jan 56 BAUTZEN
Clubhouse BAUTZEN

 Goes to Political and Language school.

Not a member of FDJ yet, but has asked to join.

None known.

'ALI' is married and hasn't any girlfriends. He hates the English in BAUTZEN and doesn't speak to them, otherwise he appears to be quite happy. His attitude towards the Russians is not yet known.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(e) JANSEN, Pete (Dutch)

April 54, BAUTZEN
4 Jan 56 BAUTZEN
MATTESTR, BAUTZEN

 Goes to Engineering School in BAUTZEN

President of 'Foreigners' FDJ, and is a candidate for the SED.

None known.

He is married and has one child, his wife is a member of the SED. He works with the Russians and as a 'trustee' is allowed to travel all over the DDR. He has already been to WARSAW and PRAGUE on a delegation. He drinks, and likes dancing preferably in the HOTEL WEISSE ROSS where important Communist and DDR officials stay when visiting BAUTZEN.
CONFIDENTIAL

(r) MOTO Adelard (Nigerian)
May 54, BAUTZEN
3 Jan 56 BAUTZEN
KARL - MARXSTR 22, BAUTZEN
Goes to a political school in DRESDEN
First President of the 'Foreigners' FDJ in BAUTZEN
and is now an 'ACTIVIST'.
One, unsuccessful, (Pub 54)
At first MOTO did not want to stay in BAUTZEN
but realised the uselessness of a negro trying
to escape, so decided to make the best of his
predicament. He works for the Russians and has
spoken at big meetings and on the radio. He is
not married but has had a few affairs with
married women. Likes dancing.

RETURN NOT LIKELY

(g) "GEORG(E)" (Russian)
DONNELL saw GEORG for the first and last time
in March 1954 at MAGDEBURG when he was briefly
interrogated by him (see FIIIT III para 3 sub para
(e)). He dressed, spoke and looked like an
American. He appeared to be regarded with
considerable importance by the Russian officers
and men. He is fairly tall, dark and slightly
bald.

(h) "ALEX" (Russian)
First seen in BAUTZEN April 54 and last seen
during the winter of 1954. He came to BAUTZEN
and stayed in the HOTEL WEISSE ROSE. He asked
the allied residents questions about their
welfare and any problems they had. He usually
stayed for periods of two days, and made three
or four visits in all.

(j) PEET, John
An English journalist who is suspected of editing
a newspaper in the BDE, written in English, in
favour of Communism, and originating from BERLIN.
The name was familiar to DONNELL though he
cannot remember how. DONNELL did state that
BAUTZEN residents could get a paper written in
English originating from East BERLIN. This paper
was headed THE GERMAN REPORT and underneath this
title in smaller print was the word 'DEMOCRATIC'.
The contents of the newspaper amounted to a
superficial intelligence summary of what was
happening in the West Zone, and West Sector of
BERLIN.

(k) Mr SHEPHERD (re Sunday Pictorial dated 1 Jan 56
page seven)
No person of this name was ever heard of by
DONNELL during his stay in BAUTZEN.
6. Comments on civilian population

(a) During DONNELL’s stay in BAUTZEN he observed KOREAN students from DRESDEN who used to go to dances in BAUTZEN, they were studying politics, economy, etc. There were also 20 - 30 Crooks, including girls and boys, in BAUTZEN, going to the Engineering school. Charles LUCAS, US defector, and Russian ‘trusty’ who is allowed to travel, also told DONNELL of Chinese studying at LEIPZIG. All the a/n foreigners were Communists, though it is noteworthy that many were merely young boys and girls.

(b) In the course of associating with civilians, Russians and KVP in BAUTZEN, DONNELL formed the opinion from conversations, and from observations that the Russians were hated by the majority of the civilian population. There were incidents i.e., a Russian officer was found murdered with a hatchet, there was sabotage in the factories, i.e. LOBE and EFA, and various other acts of resistance. The KVP with whom DONNELL conversed, expressed the resolution that if the Eastern powers declared war on AMERICA one day, the KVP would leave them the next.

(c) Civilians regarded the KVP and FDJ as similar movements to the EZ and 'Hitlerism' and consequently hated the organisation, but not the members of it, as they realised that they were practically forced to enlist in one or the other. The civilians hated the Russians for what they did on entering the district towards the end of the war, one incident quoted was when a Russian soldier commandeered an alarm clock from a civilian; the alarm rang some time later and the soldier thinking it a booby trap shot the civilian dead.